
University of Arkansas Libraries, Fayetteville, Arkansas  
Admin Group meeting  
Monday, March 11, 2019 
Present: Carolyn Henderson Allen, Jeff Banks, Molly Boyd, Marco de Prosperis, and Michelle 
Reilly. 
 
The Admin Group reviewed the charges for the Task Forces to support the signature research 
areas.  
 
The Admin Group reviewed the Faculty Start Up Funds policy. 
 
The Admin Group reviewed the draft description for the Emerging Leaders Program from the 
provost's office, which is very similar to the program offered by the chancellor's office. The 
Admin Group provided feedback on the draft. 
 
Human Resources Update 

• The search committee for the Research and Educational Services Archivist will meet 
tomorrow to review candidate evaluations. 

• Josh Baxter will begin work on March 18 as Computer Support Technician. 
• The preservation specialist position was posted through March 8. 
• The Fiscal Support Specialist will be Dolores Vargo. 
• 18 employees have signed up for the Professional Development Program, February 14 -

April 11. 
 
Diversity and Inclusion Plan Task Force 
The task force met on March 5 to analyze and discuss the department responses to the Diversity 
and Inclusion questionnaire. We are now collating the results, adding additional information, and 
will present to the Libraries to give additional opportunity to provide feedback. Based on this 
survey results, we will develop our plan goals and objectives. Our goal is to have a plan to 
present to the Admin Group by early April. The plan will be due to the Office of Diversity and 
Inclusion by May 15, so this will give us ample time for revising the plan based on feedback 
from the Admin Group. 
 
Threat Assessment / Disaster Preparedness Task Force 
Captain Mills of UAPD created building emergency action plans for Mullins Library and the 
Library Annex (LINX) using the information we provided in the Hazard and Vulnerability Tool. 
We conducted a fire drill on the morning of August 30 and are preparing to conduct another fire 
drill during Spring Break. 
 
Budget / Facilities Update 
Marco de Prosperis is preparing a follow up to the budget allocation hearing for the budget cycle 
FY20. April 12 is the deadline. There is a 60-day period during which no changes can be made to 
the budget in BASIS. 
 
Research / IT Services Update 



Michele Reilly reported that the IT group is working together with the programmer who 
developed the open source software for an IR platform. 


